Handling Resistance

Handling Resistance
Professional

...So, in summary I believe that the way forward would be for you and your two codirectors to attend one of our half day focus group workshops. This would not only give
you some specific ideas as to how we can help but will also allow you to get a feel for our
professionalism and the chemistry between our organisation and yours.
Shall I reserve you a place on our workshop on the 12th or do you think it would be more
suitable next month on the 15th?

Client

I’m not sure that that would be appropriate. It seems to me that we may be rushing things
somewhat.

Professional

OK. If you want to do this later on, that is no problem. As I said earlier we run these
focus group workshops on a regular basis - every month in fact with the exception of
August and December. Perhaps you would like to attend one of our early Autumn
workshops?

Client

Possibly, ... I’ll have to think about it.

Professional

Sure. Is there any other information I can give you before I leave?

Client

No, I don’t think so. It’s been an interesting meeting. Thanks for coming along.

Five minutes later the professional is sitting in his car. He is going back over the meeting in his mind. The
opening was punchy and professional. He had spent time understanding the prospective client’s situation and
requirements. Some real needs which his firm could address had emerged. The client had acknowledged that
these issues needed to be addressed and that they were willing to invest money in a solution. He had
established that the decision would be made by joint agreement between the three executive directors and
they were not talking to anyone else right now. A couple of potential competitors had already been ruled out
by the client. It had all looked so promising!
But it had all gone wrong at the end. He had suggested a logical first step, quite a small initial step, the sort of
first step that most prospective clients would easily say “Yes” to. He had sought commitment - and had
received a rejection. He had tried hard to retrieve the situation but had left with the, “I’ll think about it”
words ringing in his ear. What had gone wrong?
On the basis that the professional’s diagnosis that the beginning and middle of the sales process was right, the
problems must have occurred somewhere towards the end.
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Let us look at an alternative way he may have managed the closing section of this meeting
Professional

...So, in summary I believe that the way forward would be for you and your two codirectors to attend one of our half day focus group workshops. This would not only give
you some specific ideas as to how we can help but will also allow you to get a feel for our
professionalism and the chemistry between our organisation and yours.
Shall I reserve you a place on our workshop on the 12th or do you think it would be more
suitable next month on the 15th?

Client

I’m not sure that that would be appropriate. It seems to me that we may be rushing things
somewhat.

Professional

(Pauses - waiting for prospective client to continue and expand on what she has said.)

Client

I would need to discuss this with my co-directors.

Professional

What parts exactly would you need to discuss?

Client

Well it’s the whole thing about the three of us coming along to one of these workshops.

Professional

Is there some specific problem with that idea?

Client

Well, George our Technical Director has a real concern with these types of events. It
goes back to a similar thing he was invited to a couple of years ago. The discussions on the
workshop were meant to be totally confidential but he found out otherwise some time
later. Beyond that I really don’t want to go into the details of what happened but I know
that he will not attend and I believe he will try to discourage John and me from
participating.

Professional

Correct me if I’m wrong but during our meeting I picked up the feeling that you have an
issue here which you are all anxious to resolve. I also felt that you were positive to the
outline I gave of how we could help. However the way ahead I have suggested seems
inappropriate. Have I got that right?

Client

You’re absolutely spot on. We do want to move forward on this but if attending a focus
group workshop is the only way ahead we have a problem of acceptance.

Professional

OK, I’m sure we can sort out that problem, but let me ask: are there any other issues
which would stop us taking a next step together - providing of course that the next step is
acceptable to you and your co-directors?

Client

Only the chemistry thing.

Professional

(Pauses – waiting for prospective client to continue and expand on what she has said.)
The chemistry thing?
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Client

Yes. Whilst I take your idea of the workshop being a good opportunity to assess the
chemistry between your organisation and ours it is our belief that what is even more
important is the chemistry between the professional who works with us and the key
people in our organisation who will be involved.
For instance I believe that you would fit very well with the type of people we are. There
may be other people in your organisation who would not. If we were to invest any further
time with you we would want to be assured at this point that we would be working with
individuals whom we felt comfortable with. There’s no point in going any further now if
we find out in three months time that your best qualified person for this type of work
simply doesn’t fit.

Professional

So you have a concern about who we may assign to this work and you want to be assured
in some way that you would be working with individuals who are a good fit for you, your
co-directors and the rest of your organisation with whom we may become involved?

Client

That’s it.

Professional

Is there anything else that may stand in the way of us taking a next step together?

Client

No. I think I’ve thrown enough boulders in your path. I’m not trying to be difficult but
you need to be aware of where we are coming from.

Professional

I understand completely - but if I can assure you on these two points I take it that you
would be open to progressing beyond this meeting?

Client

Yes, of course.

Professional

All right, let me suggest another way forward which will address both of the points you
have raised. I believe that getting you involved in a facilitated meeting format such as I
originally suggested is the best way forward. However, we can vary the format of this.
Instead of your attending one of our external focus group workshops we can run one for a
couple of hours here on your premises, exclusively for your company. To make it flow I
would suggest involving some of your more senior managers as well as your co-directors.
I have a person in mind whom I believe will work extremely well in your business. He has
the right background and credentials and he has the right way of thinking to work with
your people. I would be happy to send you his CV but I thought that in order to get the
focus of our two hour session totally right, it would be even more appropriate for Brian
and me to could come along and meet with you, your co-directors and the other people
whom you think would give valuable input.
Just short individual meetings would be fine - 20 to 30 minutes per person. These
meetings will achieve two things. Firstly this investment of time from our side will help us
in tailoring the workshop session. Secondly I know that from just a short meeting your
people will be convinced that Brian has a lot to offer and they will welcome further contact
with him.
Now I understand your concerns I believe that this way ahead would be even better for
you. What do you think?
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Client

That’s good. When would you and Brian want to come and meet us? I think it is more
important to meet my co-directors and three of the senior managers than it is to spend a
lot of time with me. You seem to have a good grasp of our situation and I have confidence
that you wouldn’t suggest this way forward unless you were convinced that it was going to
work.

Professional

I think the sooner the better. I have a couple of alternatives the week after next but as
soon as I get back to the office I’ll check Brian’s availability and get back to you this
afternoon. How does that sound?

Client

Fine!

The immediately noticeable difference between these two scenarios is that the second one is far longer. This
is because the professional has made every effort to understand the reasons for the prospective client’s
reluctance to proceed down a suggested path.
In the first scenario the professional attempts to formulate an alternative solution without knowing the
problem he is trying to tackle. He immediately attempts to move into ‘convince mode’ when he should begin
by engaging his ‘listening mode’.
In the second example the professional is following a sound process. Once he hears that the client has some
uncertainty about what he has suggested, he proceeds in the following way:
Step 1

Pause

Step 2

Question, listen and summarise (funnel) to understand the issue

Step 3

Ascertain if this is the only problem

Step 4

If there is another issue question, listen and summarise (funnel)

Step 5

Check if there are any other issues

Step 6

Test. Is the client seeking solutions or will any suggestion be rejected?

Step 7

Provide solutions

Step 8

Seek commitment

Step 1
Pause
By pausing and not rushing in with either a solution or a question the professional potentially achieves four
things.
1
The pause creates the effect that he is thinking about what the client has said.
2
The pause does give genuine thinking time.
3
The pause may well encourage the prospective client to expand upon what she has said.
4
If the client thinks as she talks she may even create her own solution.
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Step 2
Question, listen and summarise (funnel) to understand the issue
On the assumption that the client has not expanded upon her initial comment, or has not expanded fully, the
professional then has to open up a funnel on the subject. An open general question such as, “How do you mean?”
may be appropriate to begin the exploration of the reason for resistance. As with any funnel the professional
should summarise at the end to ensure that he has got a full and accurate understanding of the issue.
Step 3
Ascertain if this is the only problem
Having defined the reason for the resistance the temptation is to jump in straight away and provide an answer
- especially if the answer seems obvious. However, there is a danger that other problems still need to be
surfaced.
In fact the first hurdle brought forward by the prospective client may not be the only one. There may be
connections between the varying issues which the client raises. Therefore it is important to try to get them
all out on the table.
Step 4
If there is another issue question, listen and summarise (funnel)
This is a repeat of Step 2 should a further problem appear. Again the process should finish with a summary.
Step 5
Check if there are any other issues
This is a repeat of Step 3 - trying to dig out all of the potential issues.
Step 6
Test. Is the client seeking solutions or will any suggestion be rejected?
This is an optional step. If we are in any doubt about the real interest of the prospective client we may carry
out the test step. We may also insert this step if our solutions to the issues raised are going to involve us in
expending a lot of effort or time.
In the second scenario the professional chose to insert the test step with:- “I understand completely - but if I can
assure you on these two points I take it that you would be open to progressing beyond this meeting?”
Step 7
Provide solutions
In the second scenario the professional was able to provide an alternative way forward on the spot. He was
even able to link the two issues in one composite solution.
In some instances it may not be possible to provide an immediate answer. The
prospective client may want a technical question answered. The answer may
require research. An ‘off the cuff’ glib answer may be more of a credibility
destroyer than the response, “The last thing I want is to mislead you inadvertently. I
don’t have the answer. I’ll have to check it out and get back to you.”
Step 8
Seek commitment
If we have provided convincing answers to the problems which the prospective
client foresaw then it is appropriate to ask for commitment.
If it is obvious that we want to understand the prospective client’s concerns and
we have then provided fitting solutions, commitment will often be volunteered.
In the second example when the professional asked “What do you think?” after he
had suggested the alternative way forward, the client’s response indicated that
she was committed to the solution.
In the first scenario no amount of ‘closing’ would have succeeded. The
professional did not understand the issues and was not able to put a viable
solution forward.

